
SingWest workshops 



SingWest workshops are fun and easy group singing sessions where your 
team will learn to perform a well known song - tailored to your event - 

that will leave them feeling bonded and energised. 

During the session our Music Directors will take them through some simple 
warm ups and by the end they will be belting out the song in rousing 

harmony. 

It’s not hard and participants won’t feel self-conscious - there’s no 
awkward dancing or embarrassing solos but they will get the sense of 

achieving something totally different. 

There’s also no singing experience needed at all - we’ll help your team 
make a fantastic sound together with uplifting vibes and a buzz that stays 

with you all day. 

When we sing we use the the less active right hand side of the brain which 
encourages creative thinking. Additionally, choral performances help our 

bodies release endorphins which relieve stress and boost wellbeing. 

Here are a few of the thousands of scientifically backed articles on the 
benefits of singing: mental wellbeing, physical health and social bonding. 



SING! 
SING! 
SING!

SING! 
SING! 
SING!

If you have a theme for your workshop then we’ll choose a song to fit, 
otherwise we can pick something great for you that we know is easy 

to learn. 

Our composer will arrange a version of the song in harmonies that 
works for your team. On the day Dafydd and Cian - our Music 

Directors - will guide you through the music and teach the group the 
song, building the parts step by step. 

We’ll end the session on a high with a rousing performance that will 
have endorphins flowing, people smiling and your team bonded. 



SingWest was founded by two classically trained, Brit Award winning musicians 
(Dafydd & Cian) and an advertising producer (Charlie). They started SingWest for 

people who wanted to sing in a more informal, fun format. 

We have four choirs in London and run workshops for companies, charities and 
children. Highlights so far have included singing with Gareth Malone at the Grenfell 
Memorial concert, recording a single with the ENO to raise money for Shelter and 

holding fundraising events for Tommy’s, Duchenne and Mind. 

Both Daf and Cian have appeared on TV numerous times, performed in lots of swanky 
places with famous people and toured extensively throughout the UK and the US. 

Tragically, Charlie has done none of those things. 

“I’ve been overwhelmed at the extraordinary feedback from our guests who loved 
every minute” 

Marina Fogle, Tommys 

“Their enthusiasm is infectious and creates a fabulous atmosphere celebrating the joy 
of music” 

Clare Gill, Director, Storystock 

“What an awesome experience. I arrived feeling slightly self conscious and left feeling 
elated” 

Dom Ford, Duchenne Workshop  

www.singwest.co.uk info@singwest.co.uk or call Charlie on 07710541192
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